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In this final report we summarize our progress towards developing an innovative algorithm called BEAMTAP (Broadband Efficient Adaptive Method for True-time-delay Array Processing) for adaptive array processing in broadband scenarios. This approach is especially appropriate for optical implementation of sonar array beamforming. The BEAMTAP algorithm only requires two tapped delay lines, rather than one for every array element as required by conventional time-delay-and-sum beamformers. This efficiency provides a huge
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hardware savings for large arrays. By separating the delay lines from the adaptive weights, this algorithm can be more easily implemented in optical hardware, making it easier to exploit processing and interfacing advantages of optical systems. We discuss an optical beamforming and jammer-nulling system for sonar array beamforming that utilizes photorefractive crystals for the adaptive weights in combination with time-delay-and-integrate (TDI) charge-coupled device (CCD) detector arrays to process the parallel data from optically interrogated arrays of hydrophone sensors. In this report we discuss the operation of BEAMTAP in comparison with LMS time-delay-and-sum array processors and P-vector passive array beamsteering
operations, and we demonstrate its operation using numerical simulations.
Executive Summary
In this project we investigated ä novel algorithm called BEAMTAP (Broaband Efficient
Adaptive Method for True-time-delay Array Processing) for efficient adaptive processing of data from sonar arrays that is uniquely suited to real time optical implementation. This BEAMTAP architecture has a compact mapping into optical hardware, allowing for efficient interfacing with front end interferometric optical hydrophone sonar sensors. Massively parallel optical implementation also allows for real-time, fully broadband adaptation of arrays with thousands of elements. In addition, the use of real-time holographic materials, such as photorefractives, will enable the system to continually readapt as the signal environment changes. The key to this approach is a real-time holographic media (photorefractive crystal)
that stores adaptive parameters (or weights) as holographic gratings and allows them to be continually readapted as the signal environment changes. But because there are no intrinsic time delay on the scale needed for sonar (milliseconds) within the weights, the conventional time-delay-and-sum approach must be modified, and this has led us to the BEAMTAP architecture.
Broadband true-time-delay (TTD) processing is essential in applications such as sonar processing, where the bandwidth of sources can easily be large compared to their center frequency. Without suitable broadband processing, sources that emit a range of temporal frequencies (eg motors or propellors) may appear to be coming from a range of angles, preventing them from being well discriminated from other sources. Broadband processing requires a huge increase of the number of adaptive parameters required for narrowband processing, making optical parallel processing even more advantageous in broadband scenarios.
Until now broadband beamforming in the optical domain has largely been based on optically delaying the signals from the array elements. This requires a tapped delay line (TDL) for every array element, involving a huge amount of hardware and inefficient use of space. The novel approach detailed in this report, BEAMTAP (for Broadband Efficient
Adaptive Method for Time-delay Array Processing), replaces the 1000 or more TDLs with only two delay lines: a tap-out scrolling input modulator, and a tap-in time-delay-andintegrate (TDI) output detector. The calculated adaptive weights can now be compactly contained in less than a cubic centimeter of space in a single photorefractive crystal, reducing the costs associated with space, hardware, and power consumption. suppressing noise and other interfering sources. The output signal can then be passed on for subsequent post-processing, either optical or conventional electronic digital signal processing, such as source identification and recognition.
The many advantages of optical processing include faster computation, real-time adaptation, and interfacing with front-end optical sensors and optical post-processors. By providing an optical implementation that is power efficient, hardware efficient, and spatially compact, BEAMTAP makes possible real-time adaptation that utilizes the full adaptive degrees of freedom, providing an optimally filtered temporal signal that can be further processed for waveform classification and target identification.
Statement of the Problem
The underwater array sensing, beamforming, imaging, and target classification problem using towed, fixed, or sonobouy hydrophone arrays of fiber multiplexed optical sensors (Figure 1) is extremely challenging. In this report we present a real-time optical processing approach that exploits the optical nature of the data emerging from the arrays of fibers to directly process the received acoustic signals, allowing adaptive beam-forming and imaging in a compact power-efficient optical processor. This processing task requires compatibility between the sensors, the fiber multiplexing technique (eg. time, frequency, wavelength, coherence), the demultiplexing and detection of the sensor waveforms, the capabilities, resolution, and response time of the optical processor, and the algorithmic and mission requirements of the underwater sensing application. Optical processing allows for efficient coupling to frontend optically based sensors, and provides output appropriate for optical post-processing.
The many well known difficulties encountered in both the passive and active sonar signal processing environment include the following: the multiple decade sonar bandwidth which requires broadband true-time-delay (TTD) processing, inhomogeneities and waveguiding of the propagation medium, numerous multipath and echoes, especially in shallows, highly dispersive media, frequency dependent absorption, interference and noise sources that must be cancelled, significant broadband target Doppler shifts, and poorly sampled and drifting arrays. Fully adaptive systems may be able to deal with most of these difficulties, but are usually impractical due to the tremendous computational burdens illustrated by the following example. Consider an array of mi = 100 sonobuoys randomly scattered over a square kilometer, each with m 2 = 100 optical hydrophones vertically distributed throughout a 100 m depth, as illustrated in Figure 1 . The hydrophone sensors in each sonobouy array are optically interrogated by the modulated optical signals and multiplexed in time or wavelength onto a single fiber, producing an array of 100 fibers that are transmitted back to the processor. All of the ra 2 signals must be demultiplexed from the mi fibers using a parallel array of coherent fiber receivers, producing m = mim 2 total measured signals that must be processed. Time delays of at least 1 second may be required in the processing due to the 1.5 km maximum diagonal propagation distance across the array, and with 10 -1000 Hz bandwidth sampled at 1 Hz resolution, at least / = 1000 time delays of each signal will be required, leading to a requirement for N = ml = 10 7 adaptive weights. Since optimal, fully adap- The theoretical model showing the equivalence of the BEAMTAP approach to an optimal space-time adaptive filter is presented in this report, and will be submitted for publication shortly.
•
Use the theoretical model to analyze the frequency response and dynamics of the BEAM-TAP architecture.
A comprehensive numerical modell evaluating the suitability of BEAMTAP array processing for sonar applications was developed in MATLAB. The adaptation of the fre-quency response of a sonar BEAMTAP system implementing adaptive beamforming is illustrated with the computer simulations shown in Figure 4 . The dynamics of this adaptation are illustrated in Figure 5 , which shows that the SNR improvement of the BEAMTAP sonar array processing system achieves nearly optimal behavior (within a few dB of the ideal system).
• Complete design of nullsteering optical processor.
The design of a null steering optical processor has been presented in various papers and is summarized in this report and is illustrated in Figure 3 .
• Develop modulation scheme for simulating sonar array.
We developed a scheme to simulate the sonar modulated light emitted from an array of fibers through using a stroboscopically illuminated acoustooptic device driven by an arbitrary waveform generator. In addition, the variable optical magnification of the acoustooptic device could be used to change the effective angle of arrival of plane wave sonar fields on the array, and zoom lenses were investigated for this purpose. This scheme was designed but was not implemented during Phase 1 of this effort.
Develop and test tap-in and tap-out delay lines.
We developed and tested a TDI CCD for application in sonar bandwidth signal processing as the tap-in detector technology. The device we tested had difficulty in slowing down the clock below lOOKHz so time delays of only 20ms were available in this 2048
pixel device. This range would be sufficient for anything but the largest sonar arrays.
• Consider alternate algorithms for possible optical implementation.
We have considered LMS and P-vector adaptation for the sonar problem extensively. In addition we have begun to investigate finite-impulse response (FIR) neural networks [5] for both implementing the array processing functions as well as for performing pattern recognition on the beamformed signals.
Year 2 The option for the second phase of funding for this project was not exercised, so the following milestones were not completed.
• Obtain all parts for beamsteering demonstration system.
• Complete demonstration of efficient TTD optical beamforming.
• Investigate all-optical approaches that do not require electronic subtraction nodes.
• Modify numerical model to include device specific effects such as incoherent erasure and noise.
• Compare the theoretical model, computer simulations, and experimental results.
• Submit final report that summarizes these results.
This report summarizes our results.
Technical Overview
Broadband true-time-delay (TTD) processing is essential in applications where the bandwidth of sources is large compared to their center frequency. Without suitable broadband processing, sources that emit a range of temporal frequencies may appear to be coming from a range of angles, preventing them from being well discriminated from other sources. This architecture thus allows us to exploit the potential advantages of optical processing for broadband beamforming: (1) efficient interfacing with front-end optical sensors or optical postprocessors, and (2) parallel architecture that can accommodate the processing throughputs required for real time adaptation when the number of weights becomes prohibitively large. The main drawback of this architecture appears to be that it requires a bulk delay to present the processor with a delayed version of the array input, used for writing the weights.
In this paper we will show the equivalence of this approach to the conventional approach, both analytically and with the results of computer simulations. We will show how it can be implemented in both active scenarios (where there is a known signal of interest) and passive listening scenarios (where the "P-Vector" algorithm can be used to focus on a direction of interest).
LMS algorithms: Conventional TTD and BEAM-TAP
LMS is a gradient descent algorithm governing the evolution of a set of weights which filter the array input to produce an output [6] :
In narrowband processing, Y is a vector containing the input signals from each sensor in the array. The weight vector, W, acts as a spatial filter/beamformer and its length is also determined by the number of array elements or sensors, M. A measure of the performance of these weights is the error between the actual output and some desired signal of interest,
e(t) = d(t) -o{t). Consider the gradient of the average magnitude-squared of this error,
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(See [7, 8] for discussions on taking gradients of complex forms). The gradient is taken with respect to the expected error because the error will vary at different times under different manifestations of the signal. P Yd , called the "P-Vector", is the cross-correlation between the array input and the desired signal, and R YY contains the cross-correlations between array sensors. The optimal weights that minimize the mean-square-error are obtained when this gradient is zero:
When the number of array sensors and taps gets large, an iterative method can be used to generate these weights without calculating the matrix inverse R~Y directly. The LMS approach is to modify the weights according to the gradient of the instantaneous error [6]:
= +nY(t)d*(t)-vY{t)YHt)W(t)
This update rule works under the assumption of slow adaptation, meaning that the weights evolve more slowly than the time scales on which the array input signals change. This condition will be satisfied if a < -r^-, where B is the bandwidth of the array input and X max is the largest eigenvalue of R YY . Under these conditions, the weights are found to converge to the same optimal expression given in Equation 3.
The above rule can be implemented in situations where a "desired" signal which correlates well with a source of interest is available, such as in active radar. However, even when an explicit waveform is not available, the cross-correlation vector P Yd can still be estimated from the signal bandwidth and angle of arrival. The P-Vector algorithm, originally suggested by Griffiths [9] , uses the P-Vector instead of a desired signal to update the weights:
f = +^-Ml(t)I , (») (5)
at This approach is more appropriate for the passive radar/sonar case, where a signal waveform is not known a priori, but its bandwidth and a desired look direction can be specified.
Separating broadband signals requires temporal as well as spatial processing. In conventional TTD processing ( Figure 2 
Computer Simulations
We have conducted computer simulations that verify the equivalence to the BEAMTAP algorithm to conventional TTD. The signal and interference fields in these simulations are relatively simple far field sources, with angles of incidence at -20 and +20 degrees. The fields are broadband with an assumed frequency scaling appropriate for sonar signals: a flat signal spectrum from 50 to 150 Hz., and a flat interference spectrum from 0 to 400 Hz. The power level for the interferer has been set at 20 dB above the signal. In addition there is white noise, uncorrelated between array sensors, at the same power level as the signal.
The power distribution of the sources, in angle of arrival and frequency, is shown in Figure 4. [The simulated data for all the elements was stacked into a 2-D data matrix.
The spectral estimate was obtained by taking the fourier transforms of the rows (the time signals) followed by scaled fourier transforms of the columns to map out the angles of arrival (only simple rectangular windows were used).]. The array was assumed to be linearly spaced, with a spacing equal to half the wavelength of a 100 Hz signal. Higher frequency (and thus smaller wavelength) signals are "spatially aliased" into other angles in the power plot. This is an artifact of the array being inadequately spaced to distinguish signals with higher spatial frequency.
Both the conventional TTD and BEAMTAP adaptive LMS algorithms were applied to the data and the results compared. In both cases, it was the P-Vector version of the algorithms that was implemented. To decrease computing time, the number of array sensors was set to only 10. The evolution of the signal-to-noise ratio is shown in Figure 5 . To determine SNR, the signal is defined as the expectation of the signal power filtered through the instantaneous weights, averaged over different realizations of the signal; the noise is similarly defined:
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Here the averaging is performed over t', Sis the uncorrupted signal vector, and N includes the white noise and interference. does not shift with frequency (i.e., it is "squint" free).
Equivalence of BEAMTAP to Conventional TTD Beamforming
We now present a more detailed discussion of the conventional TTD and BEAMTAP algorithms, and an analysis to establish their correspondence. Here our notation will distin-guish delayed versions of the array input, Y_(t).
The Conventional Algorithm
The conventional algorithm employs a tapped delay at each of the M sensors in the array (Figure 2 
o(t) = j:w}(t)Y(t-lA).
(7)
1=0
If a desired signal is known and used to generate an error, e(t) = d(t) -o(t), the weights can be modified by the gradient of this error with respect to the weights:
By evaluating the gradient in a similar manner as that used to obtain Equation 2 [7, 8] , we find an update rule for the weights in terms of the fed back error:
Note that it is the same delayed versions of the array input which read out the weights in Equation 7 , YJt -I A), that also help write the weights with the current error signal.
Alternatively the P-Vector,
, and the current output can be used to update the weights:
The BEAMTAP Algorithm
In BEAMTAP, the current array input is multiplied by all of the weights simultaneously.
However, the output from each column of weights, o t (t) is delayed successively before being summed to form the final output, as shown in Figure 3 . This means that the final output is the sum of delayed products of the array signals and weights:
1=0
Two symbols have been used here for the weights: W\(t) are the weights at the current time,
while H^(t) are the effective weights that determine the current output, as in Equation 7.
These effective weights are past values for / > 0.
In the BEAMTAP architecture, the current weights are adapted with a feedback signal that is delayed before updating each column of weights. The weights are adjusted with the product of this signal (in this case, the error) and the array input: f = ^-rK(t-r + IA) (13) at (Here, the array input has been subjected to a bulk delay of r = (L -1) A, which is the time it takes a signal to propagate the entire delay line length. This bulk delay is discussed below.) Substituting the relation between the current and effective weights, ^(t) = W 4 (t-I A), we obtain the following update rule for the effective weights:
By comparing Equations 7 and 12, and Equations 9 and 14, we can see that the BEAM-TAP algorithm is almost completely equivalent to the conventional one. The only difference is that the product which updates the weights is delayed by r, as given in Equation 14. This difference should be negligible for stable adaptation rates, which are typically slow compared to r.
In order to achieve this equivalence, the array input used to write or update the weights needs to be delayed by r from the input used to read out or evaluate the weights. This requires that a bulk delay be used to present two versions of the array input to the processor.
This should be compared with the conventional algorithm, which requires a tapped delay line for every array sensor.
In the P-Vector variant, the current weights are adapted by the P-Vector and the fed back output:
^ = /*£™-/*r(t-r)p'(t-r + lA) (15) ot
This gives a corresponding update rule for the effective weights: f^£ W ,r^-r-IAK(i-r)
Again, this can be compared with Equation 10, with the only difference being a total delay of r in the update term.
Conclusion
We have presented an alternative algorithm to conventional true-time-delay broadband k adaptive array processing, BEAMTAP. By reducing the required number of delay lines from M, the number of array elements, to only two, it suggests a more attractive optical hardware implementation, thus making it more feasible to take advantage of the potential benefits of optical processing, for real-time parallel processing of a large number of adaptive weights, and for efficient coupling to optical sensors or post processors. By separating the delay lines from the adaptive weights, the BEAMTAP algorithm allows the weight multiplications to be readily implemented in a real-time optical storage media, such a photorefractive crystal.
We have shown that analytic equivalence between the two algorithms requires two versions of the array input be presented to the processor, separated by a bulk delay. This also translates to the effective feedback/array input product that updates the weights being delayed; however, this delay should not be significant under typical update rates used for convergence. Similar convergence behavior of the two algorithms was observed under simulations. The new algorithm requires a bulk delay for every array element, rather than a tapped delay line. While still a hardware savings, the bulk delay requirement means that BEAMTAP is probably better suited to higher frequency applications in radar than to sonar.
Simulations also verify the ability of the BEAMTAP algorithm to dig an interference null in the beam pattern over a broad frequency range (i.e., a null that is "squint free").
